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AN ELECTRODELESS TECHNIQUE FOR FULL SCALE SIMULATION 
OF THE RE-ENTRY ENVIRONMENT
Donald D. Hollister
Aeronutronic, A Division of the Philco Corporation 
Newport Beach, California
Summary
A current need exists for improved methods in the ground testing of re-entry 
vehicles; it is believed that this need may soon become acute. Based on the arc- 
jet, the present generation of re-entry simulators is limited in exhaust enthalpy, 
physical size and purity of exhaust plasma. An electrodeless technique of plasma 
production at very high power levels has been developed, however, which removes 
many of these restrictions. In addition, the properties of a plasma generator 
based on the electrodeless discharge are such that the discharge can be maintained 
over a very wide range in applied power and gas density, and can be electronically 
controlled. It is thus possible that an entire entry trajectory can be reduced to 
data on punched cards which are fed into a computer that electronically controls 
the reproduction of the entry conditions for an arbitrary trajectory in an arbitrary 
atmosphere at the surface of a test model. A mathematical scaling law is presented 
which indicates that re-entry simulation based on the electrodeless technique can be 
extended to the full-scale case.
Introduction
The re-entry environment is typified by physical conditions of such extreme 
severity that the study of re-entry phenomena has itself become an important modern 
research specialty. The problems we face in the development of returnable space 
vehicles, both manned aerodynamic high L/D vehicles, and manned or unmanned ballistic 
re-entry bodies, are both numerous and profound. Other interesting problems are 
suggested by the prospect of extra-terrestrial landing missions. A landing after 
passage through an alien atmosphere, for example that of the planet Mars, will levy 
an entirely new generation of aerothermochemical entry questions on the terrestrial 
aerospace industries. Eventually, these questions, in exchange for progress, will 
demand answers.
Fortunately, for the present, with the current rapid progress in ablative 
materials 1 development, we are able to concentrate on one-way unmanned landers and 
experience no pressing demand for advanced entry studies, other than those now in 
progress. It seems quite clear, however, that the future will soon be upon us. Man 
will soon journey to the Moon and will eventually reach Mars. There is even now a 
great deal of interest in the thought of travel to one or more of the Jovian moons, 
the same degree of interest, it must be added, as was shown in the concept of a trip 
to the Moon in the late 1940 f s. Indeed, one must conclude that man finally has been 
committed to take the daring evolutionary step of space travel.
Each manned space mission has a common terminus, Earth. Each manned space mis­ 
sion must therefore end in an entry maneuver, and face the rigors of re-entry into 
the terrestrial atmosphere. Certain unmanned missions must also face re-entry; 
indeed, as the degree of technological sophistication of terrestrial satellites 
increases one naturally expects to observe a substantial increase in the number of
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returnable, highly instrumented spacecraft. In a similar fashion, as Man's instru­ 
mented probes increasingly penetrate the depths of space the need for returnable 
inter-planetary spacecraft will appear. By the time an interplanetary mission 
requires a man on board, however, the need will have become acute.
The problem can be stated as follows: Present generation space vehicles are 
adequate for their present purposes, yet have stretched our technology to its limit.
A possible solution of the problem is the subject of this paper: Full scale 
ground testing of space vehicles. In this manner it is possible to measure that 
which cannot be computed (entry corridor limits in the Martian atmosphere as a func­ 
tion of absolute entry velocity for- a particular vehicle, for example) in a fashion 
exactly analogous to the ground testing of aircraft, and for essentially the same 
purposes .
In the ensuing paragraphs a mechanism for accomplishing this will be described. 
What is known will be demonstrated, what must be learned will be stated. Since, 
however, the re-entry environment is to be simulated, it is advantageous at this 
point to digress to a very brief description of the pertinent phenomena in a re­ 
entry situation.
As a space vehicle approaches a planet it first experiences a few inconsequential 
collisions with gas molecules at the upper limit of the planetary atmosphere. At 
such extreme altitudes the molecular mean free path A is much greater than any 
characteristic vehicle dimension D, and there is no appreciable interaction between 
the particles incident at the vehicle 1 s surface and those particles which were pre­ 
viously reflected from the surface. The energy transfer to the vehicle is entirely 
a surface effect and there is practically no viscous force on the vehicle due to 
atmospheric friction. This flight regime is characterized by the description, "free 
molecular flow" and is simply defined as that flow regime in which the Knudsen number 
KQ (= A /D) is much greater than unity.
Atmospheric density increases with decreasing altitude. As the vehicle submerges 
deeper into the atmosphere the frequency of collisions between the particles reflected 
from the surface of the vehicle and those in the path of the vehicle increases. Rela­ 
tive to the vehicle, the particles in its path formerly approached with the vehicular 
velocity, collided with the vehicle, and were reflected. As the atmospheric density 
increases the reflected particles begin to collide with those incident, perturbing 
the velocity of the incident particle stream. With atmospheric penetration the 
interaction between incident and reflected particles becomes very pronounced, and a 
shock wave begins to appear a short distance from the vehicle, and across its path. 
By the time the shock wave is fully developed the mass flow between the shock and the 
vehicle surface is completely viscous, yielding what can best be described as a strong 
thermodynamic interaction between the vehicle and its environment. Ionizing colli­ 
sions take place between incident and reflected particles, and between individual 
particles at the shock discontinuity. Viscous energy transfer, now enhanced by the 
effect of radiation from the shock and viscous layers and recombination, takes place 
at the vehicle surface at which an enormous amount of heat develops. At this stage 
any aerodynamic imperfection on the vehicular surface begins to burn away, or, if 
the vehicular surface is inadequate for the environment, the surface itself burns 
away in. a process called ablation. The heat thus removed is partially evidenced, as 
is the heating of the vehicle itself, by a decrease in the velocity of the vehicle. 
Eventually this viscous force approaches in magnitude the gravitational force and a 
"terminal velocity11 is reached. The kinetic and potential energies of the vehicle 
are thus considerably reduced by atmospheric friction, and are dissipated as abla­ 
tion, and heat, and also by radiation. The eventual employment of the vehicle's
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aerodynamic surfaces, retrorockets , or parachutes brings the vehicle to "soft landing" velocity, and the maneuver is completed.
The difficulties associated with the high heating rates developed during entry have largely been, and are being solved by controlled ablation. Aside from the creation of an unmistakable wake signature, the only essential drawback of the ablation cooling technique is the unfortunate fact that the mass content of the ablative skin of the vehicle is, during entry, a function of time, hence the useful life of such a vehicle is limited. In the case of extreme entry velocities (^50,000 ft/sec, for example) Roberts-'- estimates that up to 20 percent of the total vehicle mass would be lost by ablation during entry.
Another serious problem is communication. It is during the heavy ablation phase of the entry maneuver that communication from, and/or communication to the vehicle becomes extremely difficult, if not impossible. The ionized gas in the neighborhood of the vehicle, although electrically neutral (i.e., a plasma), usually has a suf­ ficient density of free electrons to totally reflect incident radiofrequency energy.^>3
In itself, the several minutes of radio "blackout" concomitant with re-entry is of no profound significance at this time. In the future, however, a manned vehicle may plunge into our atmosphere a few degrees off course, subjecting the astronaut pilot to a sudden, and possibly incapacitating deceleration. The local plasma will then become an impenetrable communication barrier between space ship and earth, so that terrestrial control which could normally alter the destructive trajectory will be completely ineffective, and the vehicle could very easily be lost. The diffi­ culties are even more pronounced with an unmanned vehicle, as control in this case rests entirely with the communications network on earth; once re-entry has begun and the plasma sheath has formed the vehicle and its contents are totally committed to one, and only one, re-entry trajectory.
It is believed that a proper solution to the problems of this class (i.e., that class of aerospace vehicle problems which will arise when manned or heavily instru­ mented extra-terrestrial landers are intended to return to Earth) can be obtained by proper ground testing of aerospace vehicles. To be truly effective such ground testing must be on models of as large^l a scale as possible. Full scale testing is ideal for many reasons, not the least of which is that actual prototypes can then be studied under actual re-entry conditions. The problem faced in ground testing of aerospace vehicles is quite simply described: one roust simulate, at the surface of the test vehicle, the re-entry environment.
The currently popular mechanism selected for this simulation was first publicly described by Brogan^ who proposed the arc jet as a means of increasing the directed velocity and total enthalpy of air incident on a test object in a "hyperthermal" tunnel. The basic technique^ has been extended and further developed, until today there are many facilities in the United States devoted almost entirely to the generation and application of high enthalpy hypersonic plasma flows.6
The shortcomings of the arc-jet as a gas heater for re-entry simulation were demonstrated by Cann et al' who showed that the arc jet is severely limited in enthalpy and efficiency by both radiation losses and contamination of the plasma exhaust by vaporized electrode material. Another approach to the simulation pro­ blem has been given by the rotating shock tube design of the Cornell Aeronautical
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Laboratories 1 Wave Superheater. In many respects superior to the arc jet device, 
the Superheater is, however, unable to simulate an entry trajectory since its 
maximum operation time is only on the order of 15 seconds and the plasma proper­ 
ties are roughly constant for each operational cycle. Other devices have been 
suggested, such as the Gerdien Arc,^ however, they all have been severely limited 
in application to performance similar to that of the arc jet device: unexpectedly 
low enthalpy for high power operation with large mass flows, low exhaust velocity, 
high energy loss through radiation, and contamination of plasma exhaust by elec­ 
trode and nozzle throat ablation. Unfortunately, neither the previously referenced 
works, nor any of the recent state-of-the-art surveys? > 10>H profess much optimism 
in regard to appreciably increasing the high enthalpy, high power efficiency of the 
arc jet device; consequently, ther$ is little hope in the forseeable future for true 
simulation of re-entry conditions if the arc jet is to be employed as the primary 
gas heater.
On the other hand, recent experimental work with the induced electrodeless 
discharge has led to what may well be a major breakthrough in the technology of 
heating air for application in re-entry simulation. Whereas the induced electrode- 
less discharge has heretofore been generally known as a low power, high frequency 
curiosity, an easily derived scaling law which greatly extends its capabilities for 
high power application has not yet been suggested. In the following paragraphs a 
simple macroscopic theory of the induction field in the electrodeless discharge 
will be presented, then the physical scaling law will be derived. The scaling law 
will then be employed to suggest re-entry simulation application for this discharge 
at extremely high power levels.
Background
The first reported observation of the electrodeless discharge which occurs in 
a gas within a solenoid carrying high frequency current was made by Hittorfl 2 in 
the latter part of the 19th century. Several minor studies of this curiosity fol­ 
lowed, and a semi-complete description of the phenomenon was reported in a classic 
paper by Sir J. J. Thomson.13 Assuming the discharge to be magnetic in origin, he 
laterl^ presented his mathematical theory of the discharge which was well supported 
by experimental proof. J. S. Townsend, who by this time had contributed signifi­ 
cantly to the state of knowledge of electrical breakdown in gases, immediately 
challenged!^ Thomson 1 s work and presented a theory of his own which was equally well 
supported by experiment. Townsend claimed (and to some extent "proved") that the 
discharge was electric in nature, while Thomson maintained, and more or less 
"proved", his stand on the magnetic origin of the induced electrodeless discharge.
The experiments of MacKInnon-^ left little doubt that either mechanism (i.e., 
the azimuthal electric field resulting from the time rate of change of the axial 
magnetic induction, or the axial electric field resulting from the potential drop 
across the solenoid) could, and indeed did excite electrodeless discharges. Later, 
in the United States, research progressed to the point where it was believed that a 
conclusive verification of the Thomson theory could be demonstrated. An attempt at 
verification was made,17 and some qualitative results were reported,!'>18 however, 
the technology of this period was most inadequate for the subtility of the measure­ 
ments which were attempted,19 and these experiments, for the most part, failed. The 
difficulty was demonstrated to be the coexistence of the Thomson magnetic discharge 
and the Townsend electric discharge simultaneously, and in the same apparatus.
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The research of the next decade can be summarized by the work of Babat, in whose report20 i s found perhaps the best description ever published of the general properties of electrodeless discharges. It is significant to note that during the period encompassed by Babat 1 s research, Smith21 was successful in magnetically 
inducing an electrodeless discharge in Hg vapor with low frequency current supplied by a motor generator.
The thermonuclear age ushered in an era of increasingly better plasma diagnostic techniques. With the advent of Scylla22 anci similar machines, the induced electrode- less discharge became the object of intense study throughout the world, and as a 
partial result of the new techniques, physical insight, which heretofore had often been lacking, was gained. Carruthers23 was able to measure the extent of the skin effect and relate it to the electrical conductivity24 of the plasma in the discharge. Internal magnetic fields were measured.25 Bolometers for measuring plasma energy losses were developed,26 ancj direct measurements of the electrical conductivity of plasmas were reported.27,28 Meanwhile theory pertinent to the steady state induced dis­ charge advanced. Eckert29 investigated the breakdown criteria for the ring* discharge and derived the conditions for the transition from free to ambipolar diffusion in this discharge.^ Hollister^^ extended Thomson's theory of the behavior of the magnetic induction within the induced discharge, and later presented experimental verifica­ tion thereof.31,32
Additional recent experimental advances have pointed the way toward higher efficiencies in electrodeless plasma production. Barger, et al,33 demonstrated the enhancement in plasma density obtained by the superposition of a low frequency axial magnetic field on the conventional radio frequency discharge. Reed34 extended the useful operating range of the induced discharge to the high pressure regime, and finally Carswell35 showed that efficient electrodeless coupling of an electric field to a gaseous discharge is indeed possible, and, in some cases, desirable.
Theory
In general, the electrodeless technique of plasma generation has largely been limited to high frequency operation in what has become known as the "ring" discharge. This discharge is observed when a high frequency axial magnetic field induces azi- muthal currents in an ionized gas. The resulting luminosity often appears (along the axis) as a bright ring, hence the name. Electrically the equivalent circuit is given in Figure 1. Physically the transformer is nothing more than a solenoid with a lossy coaxial conductor, in this case a cylinder of ionized gas, as its core.
The impedance of this circuit, as seen by the generator, is given by
z *
The ring discharge is a magnetically induced electrodeless discharge which 
occurs in the limit of high conductivity, high frequency operation. It is 
severely skin-effect limited,
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If ionization is absent from the secondary its resistance R2 increases t
o 
infinity and no secondary current flows. The impedance of the circuit, 
as seen 
by the generator is then given by
-O 'M J (2)
Comparing Eqs.(l) and (2)9 it is evident that ionization in the coupled cir
cuit 
increases the overall resistance as seen by the generator, thus for a co
nstant cur­ 
rent increasing the losses (i.e., power is transferred to the gas). Als
o, the 
inductive reactance of the circuit decreases with coupling to the second
ary.
This circuit can be analyzed very efficiently by assuming that in the s
olenoid 
configuration the field quantities vary in time as exp (iu)t) and that 
in the dis­ 
charge, coaxial with the solenoid, the electrical conductivity can be r
eplaced by 
a uniform effective conductivity CT . Elimination of the time and elect
ric field 
from Maxwell's equations then yields an equation for the magnetic flux d
ensity"]?:
V*IB - ioy*o«*>S s O (3)
When it is assumed that the magnetic field is entirely axial, as in a l
ong 
solenoid, and if displacement effects can be ignored (i.e., if CT»**J€a
), Eq . (3) 
is given in cylindrical coordinates by
(4)
i^.^ *
The solution of Eq. (4) which matches the appropriate boundary conditio
ns (at 
r - R, B(R) - B0 ; at r = 0,B(0) is finite) is:
where the J f s are zeroth order Bessel functions with complex argument, 
r is a 
distance in the radial direction, and R is the outer boundary of the co
axial plasma,
Noting that in the argument of the Bessel functions
i
where o = 1.2/ OyUetl>J is the electromagnetic "skin depth" in the plasma
, Eq. (5) 
can be written:
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At a radius r the current density j is given by ( \? x B)/X4 :
Then
(8)
is an expression for the radial distribution of the azimuthal current density 
induced by the magnetic field.
The electric field is given by
(9)
The net power transferred into the plasma cylinder per unit surface area is 
given by the real part of the Poynting vector evaluated at the surface of the 
cylinder:
S - rlfla«a -- R (10)
where RMS values for E and H have been used.
Equation (10) can be evaluated over the plasma surface to give
where ^  is the effective resistance of the plasma cylinder as seen, by the generator
t oo*/*!* R 1r ———.._, in Eq, (1) / and B a Jj^WI/Jc is the axial field of a long solenoid.r\& + U) LI Jj ° ^
The M 1 s are the moduli of the complex argument Bessel functions and the O's refer to 
those functions 1 phases. I is the rms current in. the induction solenoid*
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To be thorough, the imaginary part of the Poynting vector can be manipulated to 
give the inductance of the plasma, as seen by the generator:
from which the total inductance of the solenoid-plasma transformer is obtained:
where A is the radius of the solenoid (A>R).
Experimental verification of Eq. (11) and Eq. (12) has been obtained ^ and reported
in the literature. 32
Equation (11) is of the form
(Power/unit vol.) ^ £ CO B* /(</?#/<$)} (13)
where
When f is plotted against y2r\/^ , a maximum is observed in the neighborhood of 
=2.5. This is shown in Figure 2, where it can be seen that 2.5 is the 
value of */?/?/£ for which a maximum amount of power is transferred from the sole­ 
noid to the coaxial plasma. In other words, the fact that the coaxial plasma absorbs 
the most power whenySPrt/d* =2.5 can be interpreted as the condition for an impedance 
match between the primary and secondary of the transformer in Figure 1, hence as 
the condition for maximum operational efficiency of an induced discharge.
Since cf - £2L/CnUd Oy , this condition can be written
= 2. .
for maximum efficiency.
One also notes in passing that for uniform energy deposition the assumption of 
uniform conductivity becomes very good when R ^ ^/J0^ =2.5.
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The Scaling Law and Its Application
The ionization per unit volume, hence the electron density ne , depends on the 
energy density in the plasma. The energy density is partitioned into thermal, 
electromagnetic, etc., but ultimately depends on the energy transferred to the 
plasma from the solenoid. Since the plasma conductivity is proportional to ne , it 
follows that the plasma conductivity depends on the plasma energy density. The 
exact relationship in the induced electrodeless discharge, however, is nonlinear 
and will be very difficult to formulate. From Eq. (13) however, it appears that 
an increase in power transfer must be accompanied by an increase in the quantity 
£c080 f . Since the internal energy density increases with power the plasma conduc­ 
tivity must also increase. To maintain high efficiency (i.e., an impedance match) 
the quantity R/C'^CO' must be fixed, so the frequency uJ of the magnetic field 
must be decreased. Therefore, it is qualitatively clear that for a given generator 
(i.e., solenoid with current flowing) an increase in power must be accompanied by a 
decrease in frequency, if efficiency in power transfer to the gas is to be maintained.
Likewise it is evident that as the size (i.e., R) of the plasma is increased a 
corresponding decrease in the quantity Vcryu^ 1 must be effected in order to maintain 
high efficiency (i.e., R^V/J^"* 1 = 2.5). Since CT determines the properties of the 
discharge and is intended to remain fixed at some high value (on the order of 10^ - 
mhos per meter in the discharge) to insure a high volume heating rate, the driving 
frequency of the magnetic field must be decreased to maintain high efficiency as the 
size of the plasma is increased.
When both the size and the power are increased, it is thus clear that the 
operating frequency of the field must decrease in order to maintain high efficiency. 
Hence, it is determined that Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) represent scaling laws for the 
induced discharge. If sufficient knowledge is obtained for one particular discharge 
in one particular device it is possible to scale a similar device in size and power 
to any values desired, so long as operating conditions (i.e., the physics of the 
situation) don't appreciably change.
At this point one might postulate the existence of an electrodeless discharge 
apparatus operating in the ultra high power, low frequency regime. By maintaining 
a flow of high pressure gas (air) into this discharge and expanding the resulting 
plasma into a vacuum through an appropriate magnetic nozzle, the aerodynamic and 
thermal conditions of re-entry may be simulated in a downstream test section.32 if 
the theoretical scaling laws previously stated can be shown to hold, a full scale 
re-entry simulator could be designed and constructed. Rather than operate on a con­ 
ventional V-I characteristic curve as does the arc, the induced discharge, being a 
volume phenomenon, changes its physical size and internal distributions in field 
intensity and species' densities with changing field parameters (i.e., B, J, O) ). 
Thus, it is expected that the electrodeless discharge can be maintained over widely 
varying conditions of gas density, mass flow, and applied power. When it is shown 
that this is indeed the case it will be possible to design a facility for re-entry 
ground testing that will closely reproduce the conditions of the entire re-entry 
trajectory at the surface of a test object. The scaling laws will then permit the 
extension of this concept to the full scale case. Through proper manipulation of 
the controlling networks for regulating mass flow to the discharge, power to the 
discharge, the frequency of the power and current to the magnetic nozzle, close 
duplication of the conditions of the re-entry trajectory will obtain. Since it is 
an easy matter to machine-control such parameters as gas flow, power, driving 
frequency, and current, it appears feasible to reduce the simulated test trajectory 
to data on a stack of computer cards, and, with sufficient feedback data from 
sensors in the test object, let the entire operation be computer-controlled.
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Thus the design for a pre-programmed full scale re-entry simulator, capable of 
reproducing the conditions of an arbitrary trajectory in an arbitrary atmosphere 
at the surface of a test object can be effected. Such a concept is impossible with 
the arc jet in today's technology.
Optimization of the Electrodeless Discharge
In order to fully appreciate the advantages offered by the magnetically induced 
electrodeless discharge, one must compare its performance with that of a conventiona
l 
arc, or some similar heater, at conditions of similar power, enthalpy, or temperatur
e. 
The basic energy loss mechanisms for the arc discharge were treated by Cann, et al . 
y 
In these reports it is concluded that for very small discharge chambers and low pre-
 
sure operation the major wall loss mechanism is combined in convection and conduction
. 
In the case of large discharge chambers and high pressures the radiant heat flux 
dominates. It is possible, however, that for large chamber sizes (relative to the 
size of a typical arc chamber) and at very high power levels, a mechanism exists to 
trap much of the radiant energy in the plasma so that much higher mean enthalpies 
become possible. One cannot, however, hope to totally eliminate the radiation pro­ 
blem. In general, a system in thermodynamic equilibrium at a temperature T radiates
 
energy from its surface at a rate proportional to T^. It is therefore clear that 
temperature radiation losses are an important problem in high temperature plasma 
systems, and that such losses increase rapidly with temperature. One might hope, 
however, to minimize the extent of this loss mechanism by generating a physically 
large discharge under such conditions as to produce an optically dense-*"'^o plasma 
in the frequency interval of maximum radiation intensity.
The mean free path for optical radiation in air, derived^? from the Rosseland 
mean absorption coefficient, is given as a function of air temperature (1 volt = 
11,600°K) for various gas densities in Figure 3. In this figure it is shown that 
the opacity of an air plasma increases with density, and at temperatures on the 
order of two volts, for relative densities greater than unity ( ^ = 1.2931 x 10"^ 
gm/cm^) the mean free path for radiation is on the order of millimeters. Thus it 
is expected that considerable self-absorption of the core radiation will occur in 
nearby gaseous layers in such a physically large hot discharge. These outer layers,
 
in turn, radiate into still cooler layers of gas, but again, the mean free path for 
radiation is short, and this radiation also is absorbed, and so on. The net effect 
is a tendency toward the flattening of the discharge temperature profile through 
the raising of the temperature of the outer plasma layers, and a surface radiation 
loss characteristic of a temperature much less than the fraverage' f temperature of 
the gas (i.e., the discharge efficiency is raised), because of the inability of 
the radiation to escape from the hot plasma volume.
Radiation, however, is not the entire problem. The arc jet, when operated at 
high levels of power, can usually be characterized by power densities on the order 
of several megawatts per square centimeter of electrode surface, yielding severe 
evaporation of electrode material during operation, and consequently, short elec­ 
trode operation times. Additionally, contamination of the exhaust plasma by elec­ 
trode material further limits the usefulness of the conventional arc jet device 
in re-entry simulation applications. Thus, in addition to wall losses (including 
conductive and convective nozzle losses) electrode losses must also be considered 
in the evaluation of a plasma device in the re-entry simulation application. Since 
there are no electrodes in the induced discharge, this problem is bypassed.
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The conductive and convective heat transfer mechanisms at the wall can be 
reduced by noting that in the electrodeless discharge most of the conductive and 
convective energy transported to the wall is transported by ionized particles. 
Such carriers experience a retarding (i.e., Lorentz) force when they cross a mag­ 
netic field, hence the installation of a very strong magnetic field at the wall, 
parallel to the axis of the discharge, will partially confine the plasma in the 
resulting "magnetic cylinder". Such a magnetic field is produced by a short sole­ 
noid, and has the advantage that the magnetic flux density, hence the particle 
confinement, is strongest near the solenoid, hence near the wall of the discharge 
chamber in the cylindrical geometry. An additional inward directed body force 
(J0 x B Z ) greatly enhances the magnetic bottle effect in the high power (e.g., high 
current) induced discharge to further reduce the wall heat transfer by conduction 
and convection.
The final magnitude of the plasma jet velocity will be largely determined by 
the effective area of the sonic throat of a deLaval nozzle exhausting into an 
evacuated test chamber. Since the exhaust velocity and mass flow vary continuously 
during the simulated trajectory, the effective throat area and pressure drop across 
the throat must be continuously varied. The extreme temperatures and large mass 
flow rates which exist at the throat preclude the use of any mechanically adjustable 
device, hence require the utilization of an efficient magnetic system.39
The magnetic nozzle is of the "hybrid" variety; that is, it is a conventional 
sonic orfice with a steady superimposed magnetic field as in Figure 4. The magni­ 
tude of the field is then adjusted to artificially regulate the effective size of 
the orfice through the application of a magnetic pressure on the ionized gas.
It is assumed that the particles passing through this hybrid orfice are electrons 
or singly ionized atoms in equilibrium at an initial temperature T. Each such par­ 
ticle then experiences a force F at the nozzle.
p = »<! v = e ( v * 3 ) , (is)
from which is derived the equation of motion for the particle in the axial direction
where the particle has been assumed to have a mass m, a charge 6, and the azimuthal 
component of the magnetic field has been taken as zero.
Since f7*3 = yf- £ {*&>)+7^?+ if * - O and 18^ O * one can obtain
(17)
The radius of gyration p of the particle in the field B is given by
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where L is the physical diameter of the throat. If (<d/c)v£gcan be considered 
independent of r, Eq. (17) can be directly integrated to yield
-
* ola ' (is)
Eq. (18) can be evaluated at r = p to give
-
ckt.
Substituting Eq. (19) into Eq. (16) gives
£>
where ~U± — V^ denotes motion perpendicular to the field B, and UJ| a 
denotes acceleration parallel to the field.
The magnetic moment u of the gyrating particle is given by
, (21)
£> L
and is invariant in a cylindrically symmetric magnetic field. 
Inserting Eq. (21) in Eq. (20) yields
Equation (22) suggests that the force F,g is directed opposite the particle's motion 
and is proportional to the axial gradient of the field. Since the magnetic moment
U is positive for particles of both signs of charge, it is clear the F,, is always 
directed against the field direction for the converging field existing at the 
entrance to the magnetic nozzle. On the exit side the field diverges making
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UL/a2/BXO, hence the force Ff| in this region accelerates charged particles away
from the nozzle. The effective size of the nozzle is determined by the magnitude 
of the force FH , hence, for a constant magnet geometry, to increase the effective 
size of the throat the magnitude of the magnetic field is decreased; to decrease 
the effective size of the throat the magnitude of the magnetic field is increased.
On the other side of the coin, one must realize that there is no panacea for 
the ills of high temperature physics. Such an elixir has always been the result of 
careful research, and so it is here. There are still problems associated with arc- 
jet (and other) plasma devices which are common with the induced electrodeless 
discharge. Gas still radiates as T^ and materials (even high temperature insu­ 
lators) still melt and ablate. Ways and means for further minimizing or eliminating 
these difficulties must yet be found.
A difficulty unique with the induced discharge arises from the time varying 
nature of the induction field. This is demonstrated by integrating the equation of 
continuity for electrons
where ne is the electron density, \J» is the ionization rate, LJ+ is the de-ionization 
rate and D is the diffusion rate. The diffusion term can be neglected in the high 
pressure electrodeless discharge because in a characteristic relaxation time T , 
L/ > \/3DT , where if is a characteristic dimension of the discharge chamber. The 
integral of (23), evaluated at the characteristic time T is then given by
Yi(T) = (24)
where n (T) is the electron density after a time f and no is the initial electron 
density. Solution of equation (24) for the relaxation time ¥ then yields
(25)
For the discharge to continue between half cycle crests of the exciting field, 
it must be true thatT^£T > where T is the period of the field. This places a 
lower limit on the operation frequency of the field for all cases where auxiliary 
ionization is not employed. This frequency is given by
> _i_———- _.t ^ 26 ^
Since the fractional reduction in electron number density nlf) /no appears 
in Eq. (26) only logarithmically, it is seen that the lower limit frequency depends 
much more strongly on the electron production rate than it does on the electron 
number density. When the induction field swings through zero amplitude its
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contribution to i/t- vanishes, leaving only the thermal contributions to iJ; from 
photoionization (i.e., self-absorption) and electron impact. Depending on the 
dominant de-ionization process |7t* may then become negligible in comparison with 
Pa and the frequency necessary to maintain the discharge will rise to a very high 
value. This would clearly defeat the purpose of the scaling law. For three-body 
recombination in air at pressures in excess of about ten atmospheres this rate is 
roughly 10? sec~l. Ignoring any contribution to \J[ by photoionization, the relaxa­ 
tion time T* for a fractional electron density between 10~3 and 10~6 is then between 
10~5 and 10"^ seconds. If this time interval is considered to represent a maximum 
of 107o of the induction half cycle, it becomes apparent that a lower limit indeed 
exists for the frequency of the electromagnetic radiation driving the discharge. 
The data presented above yield a lower limit in frequency of 5 to 50 kc/sec, but 
from the approximate nature of this analysis this figure can only represent the 
order of magnitude for the lower limit.
In the case of dissociative recombination which would occur at low temperatures 
in high pressure air, the de-ionization rate could be several orders of magnitude 
larger than it was in the three body case. Fortunately, in this case, auxiliary 
ionization with high frequency power between crests of the low frequency discharge 
is both compatible with the scaling law and suitable for the maintenance of the 
discharge between cycles. The effect of such auxiliary ionization on Eq. (26) is 
to increase the magnitude of t^ , thus yielding a reduced value for the lower limit 
discharge frequency.
A Full Scale Re-entry Simulator
The conditions for "true 11 re-entry simulation were recently stated by Cann 
et al.? The following time varying quantities in the simulation facility must be 
the same as their time varying free flight values:
1. Gas composition (atmospheric air).
2. Total enthalpy.
3. Mach number (i.e., gas velocity).
4. One of the following:
a. Reynolds number based on model size.
b. Model surface pressure (or Re per unit length)
c. Surface heat transfer rate, q.
5. Run durations of the same order of magnitude as the re-entry maneuver 
being simulated (i.e., continuous operation).
Conditions 1 and 5 are not difficult to achieve with the electrodeless discharge 
technique. In the high power, high pressure electrodeless discharge the plasma will 
be both physically large and optically thick, hence considerable self-absorption of 
radiation will result in a higher internal temperature than that characteristic of the 
surface radiation loss. A much higher mean enthalpy will therefore obtain in the 
electrodeless discharge than in the arc device for a given power input. By a proper 
matching of the discharge enthalpy with the exhaust enthalpy through the magnetic 
throat it appears that items 2 and 3 may be closely approximated, if not exactly 
duplicated in the downstream test section.
Simulation of the Reynolds number will clearly be less difficult in the full 
scale case than in the case of a small model, although the total effect of residual 
ionization and dissociation in the exhaust jet on the density and viscosity of the
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Table I
Time 
(sec)
0
100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
en 
cr> 900
CO
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
Velocity 
(ft/sec)
3.6xl04
3.45xl04
3x1 04
2.82xl04
2.68xl04
2. 58x1 O4
2. 5 2x1 O4
2. 46x1 O4
2. 39x1 O4
2. 29x1 O4
2.15xl04
1.93xl04
1.62xl04
1.19xl04
6.9xl03
2.6xl03
Altitude 
(ft)
4xl05
2.3xl05
2.36xl05
2.48xl05
2.56xl05
2.59xl05
2.59xl05
2.59xl05
2.58xl05
2.48xl05
2.3xl05
2. 18x1 O5
2xl05
1.72xl05
1.42xl05
9 . 8x1 O4
H/RT o
775
721
531
470
431
396
372
359
340
312
272
219
153
85
29
4.6
PT (atm)
—
—
„.
725
652
603
576
556
532
502
453
381
288
170
72.5
„,,
T(°K)
_
^
«.
11,700
11,200
10,800
10,500
10,300
10,100
9,700
9,150
8,300
6,700
4,500
2,000
_
Pexit (torr)
_
_
_
4xlO" 6
2.2xlO" 6
1.36xlO" 6
1.3xlO" 6
1.25xlO- 6
1.28xlO' 6
2.79xlO~ 6
6.22xlO" 6
2xlO" 5
7.42xlO" 5
4.79xlO"4
1.54xlO" 3
_
M
—
.
—
26.8
27.7
28.6
28.6
28.6
28.5
26.6
24.6
21.6
19.2
15.6
13.1
_
A/A*
_
mm
_
3.55xl08
5.39xl08
7.13xl08
7.13xl08
7.13xl08
7xl08
3.5xl08
1.6xl08
4.6xl07
1.47xl07
2xl06
3.82xl05
_
D* (cm)
_
.
_
0.016
0.0132
0.0115
0.0114
0.0114
0.012
0.016
0.024
0.045
0.080
0.215
0.494
_
w(lb/sec)
—
.
_
9.3xlO"4
5.7xlO~4
4.08xlO"4
4.08xlO"4
3.97xlO"4
3.96xlO"4
7.85xlO'4
1.56xlO" 3
5-lxlO" 3
1.39xlO" 2
7.75xlO" 2
2.78X10" 1
_
Power 
(Kw)
—
_
15.5
8.76
5.75
5.42
5.07
4.8
8.6
15.15
39.8
75.6
237
287
_
Conditions: P/P = 1° in discharge; Dexit = 10 feet
gas near the model is yet to be determined. In the full scale case, then, condition 
4 will be approximately fulfilled.
As an example of the range in parameters of a re-entry trajectory that might be 
simulated, consider the hypothetical re-entry trajectory presented in Figure 5 where 
the velocity and altitude of a re-entering superorbital vehicle in a "skip" trajec­ 
tory are given as functions of time. Data have been obtained for the design of 
apparatus for the simulation of the major portion of this trajectory and are pre­ 
sented in Table I. Although the design characteristics of a facility to duplicate 
this trajectory are severe, such a facility is not beyond the present state of the 
art, provided, of course, that the electrodeless discharge and magnetic nozzle are 
employed in this facility.
Future Research
The power requirements, physical size and total cost of a full scale re-entry 
simulator are such as to demand a very careful laboratory evaluation of the concept 
preliminary to undertaking the final design. A model simulator is therefore to be 
constructed and its plasma properties and operating characteristics carefully mea­ 
sured and compared with theory.
The primary goal of this preliminary study is the experimental verification of 
the physical scaling laws, and the determination of the limits of applicability for 
these laws, if such limits exist. A secondary goal is the development of a suitable 
magnetic nozzle for the expansion of hot plasmas to high Mach numbers. The experi­ 
mental program will consist mainly of a thorough measurement of the hypersonic aero­ 
dynamic flow parameters and their comparison with typical arc-jet values, and 
simultaneous detailed physical measurements of the plasma discharge itself.
The discharge is to be energized by means of MOPA apparatus (i.e., Master 
Oscillator, Power Amplifier). This permits the variation of applied frequency 
over the design range of the electronics system (about two decades from 50 kc/sec 
to 5 Me/sec) so that all measurements of the discharge parameters can be made as 
functions of frequency as well as power. The power output of this apparatus is 
fifty kilowatts over the design frequency range. A block diagram of the experi­ 
mental device is presented in Figure 6.
The discharge tube is made of a high temperature dielectric material (Boron 
Nitride or Alumina). For the initial measurements a two inch diameter discharge 
tube is used; later in the program the diameter of the discharge tube can be 
varied (l' f , 3", 4") in order to experimentally demonstrate the relationship between 
discharge radius and applied frequency, for cases of equal energy density (i.e., 
similar plasmas).
Within the discharge the spatial distribution in electron number density ne 
must be carefully determined as a function of frequency, power and initial gas pres­ 
sure. Clearly, in the pressure and enthalpy regime of conditions existing in the 
high power electrodeless discharge, conventional electron density measuring tech­ 
niques (i.e., the Langmuir probe, the microwave interferometer) cannot be employed. 
The Langmuir probe^l is ineffective at high pressures because its physical size, 
which must be smaller than the ion or electron mean free path in the plasma, 
necessarily becomes very small and the probe becomes extremely susceptible to rapid 
and uncontrollable heating, yielding thermal emission of electrons from its surface 
and resulting in meaningless probe data. The microwave interferometer^2>43,44 £ s
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employed in plasma diagnostics at a frequency greater than the "plasma" (or
"cutoff") frequency U . Numerically this frequency is given by
P
1/2 
l^ = 8.98(n ^ kc/sec ;
-3
where ne is the electron number density (cm ). With presently available micro­ 
wave generators the upper limit in measurable electron concentrations is therefore 
seen to be on the order of 10-^ cnT^, a value less than that anticipated for the 
high pressure electrodeless discharge.
An optical technique has recently been developed however, which removes the 
frequency restriction characteristic of microwave procedures yet retains the 
advantage of requiring no material contact with the plasma. Specifically, 
reference is made to the infrared laser interferometer.
The index of refraction X- of a plasma for electromagnetic radiation at angular 
frequencycJ is
X • '- Z l"W~/ ; (27)
where the plasma radian frequency cJp in MKSQ units is
*e e« ; (28)
2 L
and it is assumed that C*J » **^p . Thus, as in the microwave case, the index
of refraction of a plasma can be measured with an interferometer to determine the 
plasma free electron density.
The number N of interference fringes produced by a plasma of length L is given 
by
where A is the wavelength of the radiation. In the technique of Ashby and 
Jephcott^ the laser output through the plasma is reflected back on itself through 
the plasma, and back into the laser as in Figure 1. The path length is now 2L and 
the total number of fringes observed is
" 16
yz. 8.9 x 10" ne L A ;
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Hence, n = Q V \ x 10 Per meter je o.y L A
n = 3. 3 x 10^° N/U (A= 3 - 391 M> IR)
From a consideration of the limiting plasma frequency it is determined that 
in the case of a He - Ne laser (output radiation at A = 3.391/4 - infrared, 
and at X = 0.6328/* - visible) this technique can be applied to the diagnostics 
of cases where the electron number density approaches 10^0 cm~3.
The electron number density distribution can thus be determined as a function 
of discharge current frequency, power, and initial gas pressure, by a simple radial 
survey of the electron number density measured in the axial direction.
Part of the incident laser radiation will be scattered out of the plasma by 
free plasma electrons (Thomson scattering). The frequency spectrum of this radia­ 
tion will be Doppler broadened to an extent determined by the square root of the 
electron temperature. One therefore measures the spectral distribution of this 
radiation to determine the electron temperature in the discharge, as a function of 
discharge current frequency, power, and initial gas pressure. By making these 
measurements simultaneous with the electron density distribution measurements the 
radial distribution in electron temperature is obtained.
Knowledge of the electron density and temperature, and the initial gas composi­ 
tion (air) and pressure permits the compution of the electrical conductivity in 
the discharge. In this exercise the conductivity distribution <T(r) is obtained 
as a function of discharge current frequency, power, and initial gas pressure.
In Eq. (11) the power transferred to the gas was given by
(U 1 )
where I is the rms current in the induction solenoid. The left hand side of this 
expression is directly measured with an in-line wattmeter, and the frequency and rms 
current are measured by standard techniques. The equation is then solved for the 
quantity
which determines R ^ /^T^Li^M s Ji R/£. Assuming the conductivity to be roughly 
constant its effective value can be determined.
In the pressure-temperature-frequency regime of interest the electrical
conductivity is given by
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where U* c is the frequency of elastic electron-neutral collisions. For a given 
set of discharge conditions the electron number density ne is measured as a func­ 
tion of radius with the laser interferometer. The actual radial distribution of 
conductivity (T(r) is then formed as a function of power, pressure and frequency, 
and is then compared with the effective value obtained from the power measurement 
at the same discharge conditions. The effect on the impedance of the plasma 
cylinder of a nonuniform distribution in electrical conductivity can then be 
determined. From this information several discharge devices of varying diameter 
are to be designed and constructed. Measurements of V? e , <$* , and power will then 
be made in the neighborhood of J 2^Ri £ ~ 2.5. Final verification of the scaling 
law will result from these measurements.
The measurements to be made in the expanded jet are those of static and total 
pressure, total enthalpy, local mass flow and velocity. These data, obtained by 
applying standard arc-jet diagnostic procedures are compared to published arc- 
jet operating specifications" to determine the relative efficiency of the induced 
discharge as a gas heater.
A technique recently described^ for direct conductivity measurements will be 
employed to determine the electrical state of the plasma jet. The jet is situated 
within the volume of a solenoid, or equivalent field generating device, which carries 
a weak rf current. Eddy currents are induced in the conducting jet according to 
Faraday's law of induction, and the resultant decrease in magnetic flux in the jet 
volume is experimentally observed. This quantity is then related to the plasma 
conductivity through the skin depth relation. The apparatus to be used in this 
diagnosis is depicted in Figure 8. With this apparatus a spatial-temporal history 
of the plasma jet conductivity is obtained on the recorded output of a multi-channel 
strip chart recorder, and can be displayed as a function of applied power, fre­ 
quency, enthalpy, etc., in order to aid jet optimization studies.
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Figure 1. Equivalent Circuit of Plasma Generator
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Figure 2. f ( /?R/§ ) as a Function of 2R/
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Figure 3. Rosseland Mean Free Path in Air as a Function of Temperature
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Figure 4. Schematic of Magnetic Nozzle
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Figure 5. An Earth Entry Trajectory for Superorbital Velocities
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Figure 7. Plasma Diagnostic Measurement: Electron, .Density
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Figure 8. Plasma Diagnostic Measurement: Electrical Conductivity of Jet
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